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Foreword

American democracy urgently needs renewal. In coming years, one of the great issues facing the country will be the presidency itself.

A half century ago, in the wake of Watergate and Vietnam, laws and rules aimed to check the “Imperial Presidency.” Over the decades those limits eroded and then were finally cast off. The past three years have seen a refusal to honor oversight and a politicization of the executive branch. The president insists the Constitution gives him “the right to do whatever I want.” The abuse of power in Lafayette Park was just the most visible, and most violent, example of shattered norms.

In this time of reckoning, a great task must be to reset the system of checks and balances and once again restore the presidency to its rightful place.

This volume includes the first set of recommendations for executive actions from the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law. These focus on enhancing ethics, transparency, and accountability; reining in abuse of executive power; and enhancing the role of expertise and science throughout government. Later proposals will include recommendations on empowering congressional oversight, curbing emergency powers, and renewing the process of criminal justice reform.

Congress must do its part to play its constitutional role. Courts, too, must step up.

But the president can lead, displaying what Alexander Hamilton called “energy in the executive,” this time not to grossly expand presidential power, but to restore the office to its rightful role.

We the people have a duty as well: to insist that our leaders commit to the Constitution and make renewal of our democracy not just one issue among many, but a central task for our nation.

Michael Waldman
President
Brennan Center for Justice
July 2020
Introduction

Our democracy is at a critical juncture.

The Covid-19 pandemic has urgently underscored the need for a federal government that can focus on the public interest, is staffed by qualified professionals, and values expertise. Anything less will cost lives and put the nation’s recovery at risk.1

Even before the pandemic hit, the guardrails that for much of our history ensured an honest, effective federal government had been gravely weakened. Meanwhile, widespread voter suppression, foreign interference, and the explosion of money in politics led many Americans to lose faith in our elections and political system — even before the pandemic posed new voting challenges.2

A bipartisan task force of former senior government officials convened by the Brennan Center for Justice has proposed a comprehensive legislative agenda to restore the checks that previously constrained executive action and prevented abuses of executive power. Even more significant, as their first order of business after retaking the House of Representatives on a strong reform platform, congressional Democrats last year introduced and passed a landmark pair of bills to fix our democracy and give every American a voice: H.R. 1, the For the People Act, and H.R. 4, the Voting Rights Advancement Act.

While legislation is undoubtedly needed, the next president doesn’t have to wait for Capitol Hill to begin fixing the system. This report proposes 20 executive actions — executive orders, memoranda, and other directives3 — that would restore the integrity of government and strengthen our democracy. All are squarely within the president’s authority.

To rebuild the guardrails that prevent the abuse of executive power, the president should issue orders and directives focusing on four areas: preventing improper political interference in law enforcement, strengthening ethics and conflict-of-interest rules, supporting the integrity of science and research in policymaking, and promoting the appointment of qualified executive branch officials. In each of these areas, Democratic and Republican administrations alike have recognized constraints, but as recent abuses show, the unwritten norms of conduct that previously ensured integrity in government can too easily be cast aside. Formal written rules are needed.

And to make our elections fairer, the president should issue orders and directives focusing on three additional areas: shoring up campaign finance enforcement and other safeguards, bolstering election security, and expanding access to the voter rolls.

Together, these actions would signal a clear break from the abuses of the recent past and would be a significant step toward restoring faith in American democracy. By highlighting the urgency of these issues, they could also help weaken the gridlock that so often plagues Congress.

There is plenty of precedent for executive actions of this sort.4 Many of these actions track the approach taken in legislation introduced in Congress in recent years or in the legislative recommendations of the Brennan Center’s bipartisan task force.
The pandemic will eventually be overcome, but these realities will remain: All Americans, regardless of political orientation, want government officials to put the public interest ahead of their own political or personal gain. And all Americans want their voices and their votes to count. The next president has the power to move swiftly toward those goals.
I. Rule of Law

Proposal 1: The president should issue an executive order establishing clear standards for White House communications with law enforcement agencies.

The Problem: Respect for the rule of law is a foundational principle of the American system of government. That’s why every administration that has come since President Richard Nixon’s “Saturday Night Massacre” has adopted a “limited contacts” policy that dictates which White House officials may communicate with Department of Justice (DOJ) personnel about active proceedings and how they may do so. The goal is to ensure arm’s-length dealings between senior political officials and career law enforcement personnel, thereby constraining political interference in law enforcement. But the current White House has not followed its limited contacts policy, which has made it easier to improperly use the federal law enforcement apparatus against personal and political adversaries. For instance, the president’s then Chief of Staff Reince Priebus had contacts with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) as part of the White House’s effort to influence the DOJ’s investigation into Russia’s interference in the 2016 election through direct communications with people handling the matter.

Other administrations have also committed violations in this area. President George W. Bush’s administration dramatically relaxed its limited contacts policy, allowing more than 800 political officials to have contact with law enforcement personnel. This contributed to the U.S. attorney firings scandal, in which several U.S. attorneys were improperly dismissed for a perceived reluctance to advance the administration’s political goals.

Needed Action: The president should issue an executive order requiring the White House, the DOJ, and other law enforcement agencies to create robust limited contacts policies and publish them. The policies should designate White House and agency officials who are authorized to communicate about specific enforcement matters undertaken by the DOJ and other law enforcement agencies. Publication of the policies would enable Congress to conduct oversight and address deficiencies.

The executive order should also require law enforcement agencies to maintain a log of contacts or communications with the White House about individual cases or investigations — including communications about litigants, subjects, targets, and witnesses — that details the people involved in the communication and the matter discussed. There should be exceptions to the requirement to log contacts for those that are routine and necessary, such as contacts in which the White House seeks legal advice, those relating to a matter in which the United States is a defendant, and other ordinary contacts that do not concern specific cases or investigations.

There is existing support in Congress for this approach. The Security from Political Interference in Justice Act, introduced last summer, would require the executive branch to publicly disclose its contacts policy and regularly submit reports to Congress on any inappropriate communications.
Proposal 2: The president should issue a memorandum to the Department of Justice affirming that special counsels may be removed only for cause.

The Problem: Special counsels are typically appointed to handle the most politically sensitive cases, often including probes of the president or other top government officials. As a result, attempts or threats to fire a special counsel — which by their nature seek to influence investigative outcomes — do particular damage to the goal of unbiased law enforcement.

President Trump tried to fire Special Counsel Robert Mueller during his investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election, backing off only when the White House counsel threatened to quit. The effort to fire Mueller flew in the face of DOJ regulations, which specify that special counsels may be removed only for “misconduct, dereliction of duty, incapacity, conflict of interest, or for good cause.” Before Trump, President Nixon committed similar abuses in seeking to fire the special prosecutor probing the Watergate scandal. The Department of Justice’s move to drop charges against President Trump’s former national security adviser, Michael Flynn, who pleaded guilty to lying to the FBI during Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation, and the president’s continued meddling in politically sensitive prosecutions — including by firing the U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New York, whose office is investigating matters involving the president and his close associates — underscore the continuing need to ensure that such investigations are insulated from political pressure.

Needed Action: The next president should issue a memorandum affirming that special counsels are not to be removed without cause. This would buttress the existing DOJ regulations in this area. The Special Counsel Independence and Integrity Act, introduced in the Senate in 2018, takes the same approach, establishing for-cause removal protection for special counsels.
Proposal 3: The president should issue a memorandum laying out standards ensuring that inspectors general are insulated from political pressure.

The Problem: Inspectors general are executive branch watchdogs charged with investigating waste, fraud, and abuse. By law, the president is required to communicate in writing the reasons for the removal of an inspector general to both houses of Congress 30 days before the removal. Notwithstanding statutory protections to maintain the independence of inspectors general, the president has attacked and removed several of them in apparent retaliation for their scrutiny of alleged misconduct by senior government officials, including himself. He fired the intelligence community inspector general, who had notified Congress about the whistleblower complaint that formed the basis of the president’s impeachment. More recently, he fired the State Department’s inspector general at the recommendation of the secretary of state, whom the inspector general was investigating for allegedly having a staffer perform personal errands for him. The president provided only a vague explanation — that he had lost confidence in the inspector general — and replaced him with an ambassador who has close ties to Vice President Pence.

The president has also thwarted inspector generals’ scrutiny of his administration’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic. He demoted the inspector general charged with overseeing the administration of the $2 trillion coronavirus stimulus package and then nominated a lawyer from the White House Counsel’s Office to serve as an inspector general to oversee the spending of $500 billion in stimulus funds at the Treasury Department. And when the acting inspector general for the Department of Health and Human Services released a report showing widespread shortages of personal protective equipment and Covid-19 testing kits in hospitals, President Trump claimed the report was a “fake dossier” and accused its author of disloyalty. The president subsequently nominated a permanent inspector general to take her place.

Trump is not the first president to receive criticism for his treatment of inspectors general. President Ronald Reagan fired all of the inspectors general that President Jimmy Carter had appointed. Faced with political backlash from Congress, he eventually reappointed several of them. Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama caused controversy when they removed inspectors general. But Trump’s blatant assaults on independent executive branch oversight are unprecedented and underscore the importance of insulating inspectors general from political pressure.

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum establishing standards and procedures for the selection and, when necessary, removal of inspectors general. These standards should demonstrate a commitment to these watchdogs’ independence. At a minimum, the memorandum should lay out qualifications for inspector general candidates, to ensure that skilled, experienced, nonpartisan officials serve in these roles. It should express the president’s commitment to expeditiously nominate inspector general candidates when vacancies arise and to appoint only career officials from executive branch inspector general offices to serve as acting inspectors general. The memorandum should also articulate how, if it is necessary to remove an inspector general, the president will comply with the statutory requirement to provide advance written justification to both houses of Congress.
Proposal 4: The president should issue an executive order directing the DOJ to report to Congress on the bases for pardons and clemency orders for the president’s associates.

The Problem: The president’s pardon power serves to ensure that “inflexible adherence” to the law does not itself become a source of injustice. Presidents have also used pardons to heal national wounds, as when President Gerald Ford pardoned President Nixon. Recent presidents have increasingly used their pardon power in ways that undermine, rather than advance, these goals. President Trump has pardoned political allies. He also considered pardoning two former campaign aides — Paul Manafort and Michael Flynn — which would have likely persuaded them not to testify, thereby reducing Trump’s own criminal liability. This is a particularly dangerous use of the pardon power.

Other recent presidents have pardoned donors and benefactors, such as when President Bill Clinton pardoned financier Marc Rich. President George W. Bush likewise pardoned real estate developer Isaac Toussie, though he immediately rescinded the pardon following press reports that Toussie’s father had donated tens of thousands of dollars to Republicans. There have also been acts of clemency for former colleagues, like Bush’s commutation of the prison sentence of Vice President Dick Cheney’s chief of staff, Scooter Libby, and President George H. W. Bush’s pardons of officials involved in the Iran-Contra affair. Two presidents have even considered pardoning themselves — a blatant affront to the principle that no one is above the law. In 1974 President Nixon explored the idea before resigning over Watergate. And Trump has asserted an “absolute right” to pardon himself. These uses of the pardon power create the impression of a separate set of rules for the powerful and well connected.

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum directing the DOJ to send detailed reports to Congress about pardons and clemencies in cases in which the recipient has had a personal, professional, or financial relationship with the president or one of the president’s family members or business associates. The reports should explain how the administration considered the factors that the DOJ’s Office of the Pardon Attorney has developed in evaluating the pardon or clemency application. This would make the public confident that the pardon power is being used to further justice and for other public purposes. And if the president were to flout the reporting requirement, it would give Congress an avenue to demand an explanation for the deviation from standard practice.

The memorandum should also reaffirm the opinion of the DOJ’s Office of Legal Counsel that a president cannot issue a self-pardon.

There is ample support and precedent for greater transparency in the pardon process. From 1885 to 1932, presidents submitted reports to Congress about pardons and clemencies they granted. These reports included an explanation for the grants, as well as whether there was disagreement between the president and the pardon attorney or the attorney general in their assessment of the applications, and whether the applications went through normal channels. Governors in 14 states are required to provide reasons for pardons they issue. Legislation has been introduced in Congress recently that aims to increase the transparency and prevent abuse of the pardon power.
II. Ethics in Government

**Proposal 5:** The president should issue an executive order concerning ethics enforcement by the Office of Government Ethics.

**A. The president’s executive order should confirm that OGE rules apply to White House staff and should require ethics waivers to be shared with OGE.**

**The Problem:** For nearly 40 years after the creation of the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) in 1978, White House staff in both Republican and Democratic administrations complied with OGE’s ethics rules aimed at avoiding conflicts of interest and ethics violations in the federal government. The assumption was always that these rules applied to the White House; in fact, former OGE Director Walter Shaub opined that they do.\(^4\) That changed shortly after President Trump took office. When presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway urged television viewers to purchase Ivanka Trump–branded products, then OGE Director Shaub recommended disciplinary action. In response, then Deputy White House Counsel Stefan Passantino asserted that many OGE regulations did not apply to employees of the Executive Office of the President.\(^5\) Shaub characterized this assertion as “extraordinary” and “incorrect.”\(^6\)

That changed shortly after President Trump took office. When presidential counselor Kellyanne Conway urged television viewers to purchase Ivanka Trump–branded products, then OGE Director Shaub recommended disciplinary action. In response, then Deputy White House Counsel Stefan Passantino asserted that many OGE regulations did not apply to employees of the Executive Office of the President.\(^5\) Shaub characterized this assertion as “extraordinary” and “incorrect.”\(^6\)

**Needed Action:** The president should issue an executive order clarifying that OGE’s regulations apply to White House staff. The president should implement additional measures to ensure White House officials’ accountability in the administration of ethics rules. The White House is permitted to issue waivers that exempt officials from certain ethics rules. While it may be in the country’s best interest to grant waivers in certain cases, excessive use of waivers can thwart the purpose of these rules. The president’s executive order should contain a requirement that a written copy of every waiver of more than de minimis conflicts be transmitted to OGE within 30 days of issuance. This effort to increase transparency and OGE oversight of the process will deter misuse of ethics waivers.

H.R. 1, the landmark democracy reform bill, would accomplish similar goals by strengthening OGE and establishing transparency requirements to ensure that all issued ethics waivers are made available to OGE and the public.

**B. The president’s executive order should notify OGE that the president and vice president will comply with conflict-of-interest law.**

**The Problem:** Before the Trump administration, presidents voluntarily complied with conflict-of-interest law, which does not apply to them. President Trump has instead chosen to keep control of his personal business interests while in office.\(^5\) This has raised numerous questions about the president’s policy decisions. To give a recent example, the fact that the president owns a stake in a pharmaceutical company that manufactures a malaria drug he has touted as a treatment for Covid-19, despite a lack evidence to support this claim, calls into question his motivation for promoting this drug.\(^6\)

**Needed Action:** The president’s executive order should include a statement that the president and the vice president will comply with conflict-of-interest law and should direct OGE to assist with their compliance.\(^7\) This will ensure that the immense powers of the president are not wielded for personal benefit and that conflicts of interest do not undermine public confidence in the administration’s decision-making. The executive order
should reaffirm the president’s commitment to divesting from conflicting assets and to maintaining holdings in either nonconflicting assets or a qualified blind trust. The executive order should also set forth situations in which divestment is not necessary, including for conflicts arising from the president’s role in proposing, signing, or vetoing legislation, and the vice president’s role in presiding over and casting tie-breaking votes in the Senate.

This type of reform is also the subject of pending legislation that has passed the House of Representatives: H.R. 1 would require the president and vice president to divest from financial interests that pose conflicts of interest.

C. The president’s executive order should contain a commitment to remove OGE’s director only for cause.

The Problem: Although there is strong bipartisan precedent for appointing nonpartisan experts rather than political allies to the position of OGE director, there is no law barring the firing of a director by a president angered by OGE investigations into the administration. In light of other politicized firings carried out during the current administration and previous ones, it is not hard to imagine this occurring. Indeed, in a sign of the tension that can develop between an OGE director and an administration, Walter Shaub resigned from the post after efforts by the Trump administration to limit his authority, as well as groundless accusations against him of political bias from the president’s allies.

Needed Action: To bolster OGE’s independence and ability to enforce federal ethics rules, the president’s executive order should include a commitment that the OGE director will not be removed from office except for cause.

Congress and the courts have recognized the need for the leaders of other watchdog agencies, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Election Commission, to be insulated from political pressure. And H.R. 1 contains a provision that would strengthen the role of the OGE director.
Proposal 6: The president should issue a memorandum to the Internal Revenue Service and White House staff committing to disclose tax returns on an annual basis.

The Problem: Before Trump, every sitting president since Nixon had voluntarily disclosed his tax returns. Trump has refused to honor this long-standing presidential practice and has fought legal efforts to obtain the documents.

Tax return disclosure is important because it deters the president from taking advantage of the numerous opportunities to profit from his office. This is a particular threat in Trump’s case because, departing from past presidential practice, he has held on to his stake in his global business empire. In addition, tax return disclosure confirms that presidents pay their fair share in taxes and do not exert undue influence on the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Finally, tax return disclosure is an important symbol of a commitment to transparency and the principle that no one is above the law.

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum to the IRS stating the president’s and vice president’s commitment to annually disclose their personal tax returns and the tax returns of any privately held businesses in which they have a controlling interest. The memorandum should direct White House staff to post the returns on the White House’s website. The memorandum should also include a commitment from the president and vice president to comply with IRS requests and procedures relating to the mandatory annual audit of their taxes.

Tax return disclosure has supporters across the political spectrum. The bipartisan Presidential Tax Transparency Act of 2017 and H.R. 1 would both require the president and vice president to disclose their tax returns for the 10 most recent taxable years.
Proposal 7: The president should issue an executive order requiring an ethics pledge from executive branch appointees.

The Problem: Every president since John F. Kennedy has issued an ethics executive order or memorandum to establish standards of ethical conduct for executive branch appointees. The orders aim to reduce private sector influence on government activities by, among other things, placing restrictions on lobbyists entering government and appointees leaving government to lobby. But several scandals in the Trump administration have raised questions about the extent to which Trump’s ethics order is being followed. For instance, a political appointee at the National Labor Relations Board issued a decision in a major case about unfair labor practices, changing precedent on the issue, even though his former law firm had represented an employer in the original ruling. And the Interior Department’s inspector general is investigating whether six Trump appointees at the department discussed policy matters with their former employers or clients.

In addition, the lack of standards in President Trump’s order for the issuance of ethics waivers has made the waiver process susceptible to abuse. The president issued around the same number of waivers to White House staff in the first four months of his administration as President Obama did during his entire eight years in office, one study found. The Trump administration also drew criticism from the then-director of OGE by issuing ethics waivers in secret. As a result, 281 lobbyists are reported to have served in government during the first two years of the Trump administration — four times more than the number who served during the first six years of the Obama administration.

Needed Action: The president should issue a robust executive order requiring executive branch appointees to sign an ethics pledge at the time of their appointment. The order should bar appointees from accepting gifts from lobbyists while in office and participating in matters involving parties that are directly or substantially related to their former employers and clients. In addition, to slow the revolving door between government service and the private sector, especially lobbying, the ethics pledge should include standards for when and how lobbyists can come into government service, as well as for the issuance of ethics waivers. The pledge should require appointees who leave government service to abide by agency-specific post-employment restrictions on communications with their former agencies for two years. And appointees leaving government to lobby should be barred from lobbying government officials for the remainder of the administration in which they served.

Recognizing that it sometimes benefits the country for the president to appoint people despite conflicts of interest, the ethics executive order should outline circumstances under which its requirements can be waived. The waivers should be made in writing, and OGE should publish an annual list of appointees who have received waivers. The establishment of criteria for the issuance of waivers, as well as the recording and publication of their issuance, will build accountability into the waiver process.

Past administrations have implemented many of the elements outlined above. Several recent executive orders have required appointees to sign ethics pledges as a condition of their employment and have included provisions to reduce private sector influence on government activities. For instance, several have banned gifts from lobbyists, placed restrictions on lobbyists entering government and appointees leaving government to lobby, and barred appointees from representing foreign principals upon leaving office. President Obama’s ethics order required that OGE publish an annual report about the order’s administration and a list of appointees entering and exiting public service who received waivers from the pledge’s requirements. It also included a consistent standard for issuing waivers.
So essential are presidential ethics pledges to supporting ethical conduct that both houses of Congress recently passed, and the president signed, the Presidential Transition Enhancement Act, which mandates the practice for members of presidential transition teams.68
III. Scientific Integrity

Proposal 8: The president should issue a memorandum requiring agencies to adhere to robust scientific integrity standards.

A. The president’s memorandum should articulate scientific integrity standards for agencies to follow.

The Problem: There has been a serious erosion of scientific integrity in government in recent years. As has been well documented, examples abound from multiple administrations and include instances of political officials suppressing scientific reports and retaliating against researchers whose analyses are politically inconvenient. The issue is coming to a head during the Covid-19 pandemic. The current administration’s response to the health crisis has revealed a shocking disregard for government experts’ advice. For instance, the vice president—who has a track record of putting ideology above people’s health—vets all statements from federal health officials about the disease. The administration also reportedly required Covid-19 meetings to be treated as classified, further restricting government scientists’ ability to advise the public about the disease. White House officials excised from a Covid-19 plan health experts’ recommendation that elderly and physically infirm people avoid air travel. And there are reports of administration officials retaliating against government workers who raise concerns about the government’s handling of the crisis.

As has become painfully obvious in the last few months, scientific integrity matters because government decision-making based on unbiased scientific and technical research keeps us safe and healthy. When science is suppressed or manipulated, it can have grave economic, environmental, and health consequences.

Needed Action: The next president should issue a memorandum requiring agencies to establish and adhere to robust scientific integrity standards, which must include, at a minimum,

- the right of agency scientists to review content released publicly in their names or that significantly relies on their work as government scientists, so that they can respond to changes to, or inaccurate representations of, their work;
- a clear, consistent, and predictable procedure for agency approval of government scientists’ publications, presentations, and participation in scientific conferences;
- a procedure for handling disagreements about scientific method and conclusions;
- designation of nonpolitical agency officials with relevant scientific expertise to monitor and support scientific integrity; and
- routine scientific integrity training for all relevant agency personnel.

There is precedent for this. Under President George W. Bush, a spate of incidents occurred in which political officials censored scientists’ work and ordered experts to change their analyses to justify the administration’s policy objectives. In response, President Obama issued a memorandum calling for the maintenance of “the highest level of integrity in all aspects of the executive branch’s involvement with scientific and technological processes.” By the end of his administration, at least 24 federal agencies had scientific integrity policies. These policies have provided an avenue for addressing scientific integrity issues during the current administration. For instance, during the “Sharpiegate” episode, President Trump falsely claimed that a hurricane would hit Alabama. This set off a chain of events in which the secretary of commerce reportedly threatened to fire top National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) officials if they did not...
repudiate a statement from the National Weather Service about the hurricane’s actual trajectory. In response, NOAA’s acting chief scientist immediately announced that he was “pursuing the potential violations” of the agency’s scientific integrity policy.

Bipartisan momentum is building in Congress to codify scientific integrity standards and procedures. The Scientific Integrity Act, introduced in March 2019, was voted out of the House Science Committee with robust bipartisan support, has cosponsors from both parties, and passed the House of Representatives as part of the Heroes Act.

**B. The president’s memorandum should direct agencies to publish policies that regulate contacts between political officials and career researchers during critical stages in regulatory development and the preparation of scientific reports for Congress and the public.**

**The Problem:** The vice president’s vetting of health officials’ statements during the Covid-19 pandemic illustrates the potential for political officials to interfere with government scientists’ advice. In a pattern predating the pandemic, senior officials have pressured researchers to alter or suppress their conclusions in order to create a false narrative of support for the administration’s political agenda. To give one example among many, aides to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administrator directed agency researchers to alter the conclusion of their study on the economic benefits of protecting wetlands from pollution.

**Needed Action:** The president’s scientific integrity memorandum should require agencies to ensure that political officials do not exert improper influence over career subject-matter experts. To that end, this memorandum should direct agencies to publish policies that lay out when and how political officials can communicate with career researchers about substantive research issues during the technical stages of regulatory development and the preparation of scientific reports for Congress and the public. Agencies should be required to maintain and publish a log of such contacts between political officials and career researchers.

Some administrations have adopted policies that limit White House contacts with agencies about pending regulatory matters. And some agencies require disclosure of communications by the White House in the rulemaking record if they are of substantial significance and clearly intended to affect the ultimate decision.

**C. The president’s memorandum should prohibit manipulation and suppression of government research, as well as discrimination and retaliation against government researchers on the basis of their scientific conclusions.**

**The Problem:** In recent years, government research has increasingly been subjected to manipulation and suppression for improper reasons, and those who perform that research have increasingly faced retaliation for their politically inconvenient work. Recent episodes of alleged retaliation against federal workers who have raised concerns about the government’s handling of the Covid-19 crisis underscore the danger that such misconduct poses to our health and safety. That is why the president should mandate that politically motivated manipulation and suppression of government research, as well as discrimination and retaliation against government researchers on the basis of their scientific conclusions, will not be tolerated.

**Needed Action:** The president’s scientific integrity memorandum should establish an executive branch-wide prohibition on this misconduct and require agencies to establish procedures to investigate allegations and remedy wrongdoing.
The executive branch has taken similar measures before. Many scientific integrity policies lay out agency procedures to address this misconduct.85 Analogously, in 2000 the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) issued the Federal Policy on Research Misconduct, which lays out standards for agency mechanisms to address fabrication and falsification in federally funded scientific research.86 And the Scientific Integrity Act would prohibit this type of misconduct.87
Proposal 9: The president should issue a memorandum requiring completed government research to be publicly accessible, with protections against suppression and removal from public access.

The Problem: The Trump administration has restricted public access to politically inconvenient government research and data by slow-walking it, removing it from public view, and suppressing it outright. Early in the Covid-19 crisis, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention removed from public access data about the number of Americans who had been tested for and died of the disease. This fits into a pattern that predates the current emergency. For instance, the Treasury Department removed from its website an economic analysis that undercut the administration’s claims that reducing the corporate tax rate would primarily benefit workers. Department of Agriculture officials withheld a news release about a groundbreaking discovery that rice loses vitamins in a carbon-rich environment — a potentially serious consequence of climate change for the 600 million people worldwide whose diet consists mostly of rice — and sought to prevent dissemination of the research. And White House and EPA officials suppressed a report about toxic chemicals after a White House official warned that releasing it would be “a public relations nightmare.”

Withholding or removing completed taxpayer-funded research and data from public access hinders scientific progress and puts the health of the American people, the environment, and the economy at risk. Further, by suppressing critical economic, agricultural, epidemiological, and ecological data, political officials can manipulate public support for their policies and avoid responsibility for negative consequences.

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum requiring agencies to establish standard procedures for the collection and prompt online disclosure of data and completed, peer-reviewed research. To deter government officials from withholding valuable research that may be politically inconvenient, the memorandum should direct agencies to clearly delineate standards for withholding government-funded research and data and record the reasons for withholding specific research products. To address politically motivated removal of scientific research and data from public access, the memorandum should also require agencies to develop standards for revising federal websites, as well as for removing public access to research.

There have been several recent efforts to ensure public access to government research. During the Obama administration, federal agencies were required to create public access plans to proactively make available government-generated scientific data and peer-reviewed, published research. However, a November 2019 Government Accountability Office report found that less than half of agencies required to establish public access plans had done so. Recently enacted legislation requires government data assets to be made publicly available in electronic form. And legislation that would mandate the timely release of government research has been introduced with bipartisan cosponsorship in the last several Congresses.
**Proposal 10:** The president should issue an executive order requiring disclosure of the expert regulatory analysis that underlies agency rulemaking, as well as substantive alterations made by political officials.

**The Problem:** Political officials have increasingly altered or suppressed career experts’ analyses of proposed regulations in order to hide politically inconvenient facts about the consequences of their policy decisions. For instance, when career employees at the Department of Labor produced an economic analysis showing that a proposed “tip pooling” rule would cause restaurant workers to lose billions of dollars in wages, senior department staff ordered them to revise the analysis to support the Trump administration’s agenda. When even the revised economic analysis showed that the proposal would have negative economic consequences, senior political staff reportedly suppressed the analysis and pushed ahead with their policy agenda.

**Needed Action:** The president should issue an executive order requiring agencies to publish the nonpolitical expert analysis underlying regulatory actions as part of the administrative record. The order should also require that substantive alterations of the regulatory analysis that are made by or at the suggestion of political officials be published in the administrative record, along with an explanation of the changes made to the analysis.

President Clinton issued an order requiring disclosure of proposed rules that agencies submit to the White House, as well as changes made there. The order proposed here would modestly extend those transparency requirements. The Scientific Integrity Act contains provisions that would guard against censorship of government research and strengthen the integrity of the policymaking process.
Proposal 11: The president should issue an executive order to restore high-quality science advisory committees.

The Problem: Federal policy benefits from the knowledge of subject-matter experts not only within but also outside the government. For this reason, hundreds of advisory committees have been created — by either statute or agency leaders — to provide expert advice to policymakers. But increasingly, political interference has threatened these committees. During the current administration, committee vacancies have not been filled, and several committees have not met, in violation of their charters. Perhaps more troubling, agency officials have dismissed subject-matter experts from committees and filled their seats with replacements only from Republican state governments and representatives from regulated industries. Several of these new appointees hold views outside the scientific mainstream on topics such as climate change and the health effects of exposure to toxic chemicals. In addition, the EPA has banned agency grant recipients from serving on advisory committees, depriving itself of expert input. And President Trump issued an executive order requiring executive branch departments and agencies to reduce the number of advisory committees by one-third in less than four months and imposing an arbitrary government-wide cap of 350 non-statutorily-required advisory committees. As a result of this assault on advisory committees, many agencies either do not receive any independent science advice or receive advice skewed in favor of political leaders’ agendas or the interests of regulated industries.

Needed Action: The president should issue an executive order that lays out procedures, consistent with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), to ensure that science advisory committees fulfill their missions, that members have the requisite expertise, and that members have no conflicts of interest. Agencies should be required to:

- publish the criteria for evaluation of nominees and the names and roles of key officials involved in the selection process;
- establish procedures to ensure that vacancies are filled promptly;
- increase scrutiny of conflicts of interest for advisory committee participants, including examining past professional affiliations and research funding;
- publish information on committee websites about when meetings are scheduled to take place, meeting notes, and explanations for meeting cancellations; and
- provide a public explanation from the agency leader when a science advisory committee’s term is not renewed.

In addition, the order should repeal President Trump’s executive order capping the number of science advisory committees and should direct agency heads to determine whether to restore the committees that have been cut. The order should also lift the EPA’s ban on committee participation for those receiving an agency grant.

There is precedent for these measures. Indeed, many agencies voluntarily adhere to similar practices. And in 2019, the House of Representatives passed amendments to strengthen FACA along these lines, with bipartisan support. The legislation has cosponsors from both parties in the Senate.
IV. Accountable and Qualified Government Officials

Proposal 12: The president should issue a memorandum to agency heads and the White House Presidential Personnel Office committing to filling vacancies in positions requiring Senate confirmation and increasing transparency about compliance with the Federal Vacancies Reform Act.

The Problem: The Senate confirmation process provides a significant structural safeguard in our system of checks and balances.\textsuperscript{109} Dividing authority for key personnel decisions between two branches of government serves as a check on each and promotes the careful selection of qualified candidates to important positions of public trust.\textsuperscript{110}

There are approximately 1,200 positions that require Senate confirmation (known as PAS positions).\textsuperscript{111} Rather than nominating qualified people to fill these positions, the Trump administration has left many of them vacant or has filled them with temporary, “acting” officials. Three and a half years into the administration, about one-third of key positions requiring Senate confirmation are still not filled with Senate-confirmed personnel, even though the Senate was controlled by the president’s party.\textsuperscript{112} Moreover, at least a dozen agencies — including two cabinet departments — were run by non-Senate-confirmed acting officials.\textsuperscript{113} Indeed, the pace of President Trump’s nominations is the slowest of any president in at least 40 years.\textsuperscript{114}

Long-term vacancies and overreliance on acting officials remove an important congressional check on executive abuse and harm the effectiveness of government programs.\textsuperscript{115} The significance of having qualified, permanent officials in leadership positions has become clear as the federal government struggles to respond to the Covid-19 crisis with nearly half of its scientific leadership positions vacant and the Department of Homeland Security led by a cadre of acting officials.\textsuperscript{116}

The Federal Vacancies Reform Act of 1998 (FVRA) governs the president’s ability to designate an acting official to serve in an office requiring Senate confirmation.\textsuperscript{117} Congress has long recognized the need to provide presidents with this “breathing room in the constitutional system for appointing officers.”\textsuperscript{118} But importantly, Congress placed strict limits on the length of time acting officials may temporarily serve in these positions. Unfortunately, the FVRA lacks an effective mechanism by which to enforce these limitations.\textsuperscript{119} Recent presidents have exploited loopholes and ambiguities in the FVRA to install acting officials in important positions well beyond the statutorily defined time limits, though none as frequently or egregiously as President Trump.\textsuperscript{120} These tactics, whether intentional or not, have abrogated the Senate’s advice and consent authority.

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum making clear a commitment to expeditiously filling vacant PAS positions with permanent appointees and directing the White House Presidential Personnel Office and agency heads to work collaboratively and productively to that end. The memorandum should also direct executive branch agencies to increase transparency about the status of all PAS vacancies and appointments made pursuant to the FVRA. At a minimum, the president should require agencies to regularly report this information to their congressional committees of jurisdiction. This directive would not overly burden agencies; they could provide up-to-date information on agency websites, much as they provide timely information in their online Freedom of Information Act libraries.

Such an order would recognize the importance of Congress’s role in ensuring that key executive branch personnel are qualified to wield the awesome powers of their office and are accountable to elected
representatives charged with oversight of those offices. It would also help to restore what we believe was one of the driving purposes of the FVRA: to prevent presidents from circumventing Congress to fill PAS positions. It would provide more transparency and accountability to the process for temporarily filling leadership positions, reducing the likelihood of abuse. It would also create additional public accountability that would further motivate presidents to quickly nominate qualified candidates for critical positions.
Proposal 13: The president should issue a memorandum directing the White House Presidential Personnel Office to adopt a tiered background investigation system for nominees.

The Problem: The nomination and confirmation process is arduous and slow, taking five times longer than it did 40 years ago. While a large part of the delay is attributable to Senate procedures — and partisan politics when the Senate and the White House are controlled by different parties — there are many cumbersome steps within the executive branch that occur prior to a candidate’s nomination. One study attributes 80 percent of the time between the occurrence of a vacancy and the final Senate disposition of a nomination to the White House’s search and vetting process.

Nominees must complete voluminous forms for the White House vetting process, which includes the Office of Government Ethics (OGE) conflict-of-interest analysis and a background investigation conducted by the FBI. The longest delays in the executive branch are ascribed to the time it takes candidates to fill out these forms and for the FBI to conduct its investigation. All nominees, including those for part-time boards and commissions as well as nominees for full-time positions who will never access classified information, are required to go through “full field” background investigations that are more extensive than those required for top-secret security clearances. The forms require candidates to disclose personal information about the past 15 years of their lives, including the dates for all international travel and everywhere they have lived, worked, or studied. And the investigations take, on average, six to eight weeks to complete. The process contributes to lengthy vacancies throughout the executive branch, creating instability in leadership and harming the government’s ability to perform essential functions.

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum directing the White House Presidential Personnel Office (PPO) to implement a tiered background investigation process for nominees. Nominees to the cabinet or other sensitive positions would remain subject to the most rigorous investigations. But nominees for part-time positions and jobs without national security implications could go through less extensive FBI vetting. If an issue is uncovered during the less extensive review, investigators should be authorized to perform a more comprehensive or supplemental investigation. Such an order would increase the speed of the nominations process, reduce unnecessary scrutiny, and make the nomination process less onerous to qualified candidates. It would also free up FBI resources to be used for more pressing matters and contribute to more effective functioning of the executive branch.

This has been tried before. In the final year of the Obama administration, the PPO began requesting more limited investigations for nominees to part-time positions that did not require a security clearance and did not have national security–related responsibilities, and there is no evidence that the quality or suitability of nominees suffered. Additionally, the bipartisan Working Group on Streamlining Paperwork for Executive Nominations has called for this reform.
Proposal 14: The president should issue a memorandum directing White House personnel to follow the anti-nepotism statute.

The Problem: In 2017 the DOJ’s Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) concluded that the anti-nepotism statute does not apply to presidential appointments for positions in the White House.\textsuperscript{131} In so doing, the OLC reversed several of its earlier opinions, which had counseled Presidents Carter, Reagan, and Obama not to appoint family members to White House positions. Taking advantage of the 2017 ruling, President Trump appointed his daughter, Ivanka Trump, and son-in-law, Jared Kushner, to senior positions in the White House despite their lack of government experience or relevant qualifications.\textsuperscript{132}

These nepotistic practices communicate that top government officials need not comply with standard ethics rules and that family connections are more important than expertise or experience at the highest level of government. Additionally, they threaten the White House’s decision-making process by giving power and influence to unqualified people who may prioritize the president’s and the family’s personal interest over the public good.

The ethical implications of nepotistic appointments have been on display during the administration’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic. Kushner is a principal adviser to the president in this crisis despite a lack of relevant qualifications. He runs a shadow task force, reportedly counseled his father-in-law that the disease was not that dangerous, and drafted the president’s speech announcing a European travel ban — a speech that caused mass confusion and economic instability.\textsuperscript{133} Recently a health insurance company with which Kushner and his brother have close financial ties developed a government website for the Department of Health and Human Services that could provide information about testing, potentially in violation of federal ethics law.\textsuperscript{134}

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum directing White House personnel to comply with the federal anti-nepotism law and specifying that both the president and the vice president will comply with the law as well. This directive will be a symbol of the president’s commitment to fairness and the public good, rather than favoritism and personal interest.

Presidential compliance with federal anti-nepotism law has bipartisan support — indeed, presidents of both parties complied with the OLC’s advice before 2017. Legislation has been introduced to clarify that the anti-nepotism statute applies to White House appointments.\textsuperscript{135}
Proposal 15: The president should issue a memorandum that lays out reforms to the White House security clearance process.

The Problem: Under President Trump, political considerations have been allowed to override legitimate security concerns in the White House security clearance process. For instance, two White House security specialists rejected an application for a top-secret security clearance for Jared Kushner but were overruled by their supervisor, who approved the clearance. Kushner’s was one of at least 30 cases in which Trump administration officials received top-secret security clearances after career security experts were overruled. And more than a year into the administration, a reported 30 to 40 White House officials were still operating with interim clearances.

Bringing politics into the clearance process threatens national security. Kushner operated with an interim clearance for more than a year and received access to highly classified information, despite reportedly being identified as a manipulable target by foreign adversaries. Rob Porter, who resigned as White House staff secretary amid allegations that he had committed domestic abuse, held an interim security clearance for months. Had White House officials been following standard protocol and conducted his background investigation promptly, his ability to access classified information would likely have been limited. And, providing perhaps the clearest evidence of Trump’s disregard for the security clearance process, the current head of the PPO — which is responsible for evaluating prospective nominees’ suitability for national security positions — was previously fired from a White House position because he reportedly was unable to obtain a permanent security clearance.

Needed Action: The president should issue a memorandum that limits the length of time that White House officials may operate with interim clearances. The memorandum should also require that the director of the White House personnel security office be a career professional with expertise in the security clearance process.

Presidents from both parties have established procedures for issuing security clearances before. After news broke about problems with the White House security clearance process, then White House Chief of Staff John Kelly discontinued long-term interim clearances that had been pending for approximately eight months or more. (With Kelly’s departure, it is unclear whether long-term interim clearances have remained prohibited in the White House.) And legislation has been introduced that would strengthen the White House security clearance process.
V. Campaign Finance

**Proposal 16: The president should issue an executive order requiring disclosure of political spending by government contractors.**

**The Problem:** Government contractors’ political activity has grown rapidly in the past several election cycles. In 2014 the top 25 federal contractors gave more than $30 million in disclosed contributions through their corporate PACs. In 2016 the 100 largest federal contractors spent $289 million on political influence and were awarded contracts worth more than $262 billion. In the 2018 election cycle, the top 20 defense contractors alone made political contributions totaling close to $30 million.

These are just the amounts that were disclosed. There are no mechanisms in place to deter companies from also contributing large sums to so-called dark money groups — political nonprofits that are allowed to keep their donors’ identities secret. Dark money groups spent $126 million in the 2018 election cycle and funneled additional money through super PACs, which spent nearly $818 million. Large corporations likely supplied most of these funds. Without full disclosure of political spending, it is nearly impossible to monitor the influence that political benefactors may wield over government officials.

**Needed Action:** The president should issue an executive order requiring companies that have been awarded government contracts to disclose their political contributions, including contributions to dark money groups. Such an order would help ensure that taxpayers’ money is awarded to the contractors that offer the best services, not those that have bought the most influence in Washington. This is especially critical given the massive amounts of new spending in the Covid-19 relief package.

Reform of this sort has been contemplated before. In 2011 the Obama administration drafted an executive order requiring companies and organizations bidding for federal contracts to increase their disclosure of political contributions, including contributions to dark money groups. When a draft of the order was leaked, Republicans in Congress opposed it. In 2013, Congress passed a budget rider prohibiting federal funds from being used to recommend or require that entities applying for government contracts provide additional disclosure. Congress did not, however, preclude spending funds to require federal contractors to disclose their political spending once a contract has been awarded. H.R. 1 would eliminate the budget rider, but until it passes, an executive order requiring disclosure after contracts have been awarded would help deter corruption and conserve government funds.
Proposal 17: The president-elect should adopt reasonable limits on inaugural committee donations.

The Problem: Individuals and corporations can give unlimited donations to inaugural committees, which are appointed by the president-elect to organize the presidential inaugural ceremony and related activities. This creates opportunities for wealthy donors to curry favor with an incoming administration. For instance, at least 14 individual donors, who contributed an average of around $350,000 each to President Trump’s inauguration, were nominated for ambassadorships. The risk of undue influence was heightened by the fact that the inaugural committee spent $1 million at the president’s Washington, DC, hotel, which allegedly charged inflated prices. Subsequent scrutiny of the inauguration’s financing has revealed errors and irregularities in records, raising questions about whether entries were fabricated to hide the true identities of donors. Federal and local prosecutors have been investigating potential misconduct.

Needed Action: The president-elect should instruct the inaugural committee to abide by reasonable limits on inaugural committee donations. Additionally, the president-elect should publicly commit to disbursing all inauguration funds within 12 months of the inauguration, with unused funds either being returned to donors or given to nonpolitical charities. Finally, the president-elect should promise that no inaugural funds will be spent at any businesses they own.

Past presidents-elect have voluntarily adopted restrictions on the size and sources of inaugural committee contributions. President Obama’s 2009 inaugural committee did not accept money from corporations, political action committees, registered lobbyists, noncitizens, or registered foreign agents and placed a limit of $50,000 per donor. These contribution limits were heralded as the most stringent in history, but they were not without precedent. For instance, in 1997 and 2001, Presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, respectively, imposed a cap of $100,000 on inaugural committee donations. In 2005, President Bush raised the limit to $250,000 for individuals, with higher limits for corporations.

Additionally, legislation has been introduced that would regulate these donations. H.R. 1 would limit donations to inaugural committees to $50,000, require all donations over $1,000 to be disclosed within 24 hours, prohibit inaugural committees from soliciting or accepting donations from corporations, prohibit donations to inaugural committees that are made by one person on behalf of another, and prohibit the use of money donated to an inaugural committee for non-inaugural purposes, other than donations to charity.
Proposal 18: The president should issue an executive order creating an advisory panel to select qualified nominees for the Federal Election Commission.

The Problem: The Federal Election Commission (FEC) is charged with regulating campaign finance to safeguard the integrity of our elections. It has six commissioners, no more than three of whom can be from a single party; typically they are hand-picked by party leaders in the Senate, half by Democrats and half by Republicans. While strong campaign finance rules enjoy overwhelming bipartisan support among Americans as a whole, Republican leaders increasingly oppose most regulation and have put forward commissioners who fundamentally oppose the FEC’s mission. Democratic appointees, meanwhile, have become, if anything, more supportive of regulation. The result is that the FEC now deadlocks on most important campaign finance issues, failing to administer the law effectively. For instance, the FEC deadlocked on 37.5 percent of regular enforcement cases in 2016, as compared with 4.2 percent in 2006 — a nearly ninefold increase. That statistic significantly understates the problem, since most non-deadlocked votes involved housekeeping matters, minor violations, or the dismissal of frivolous complaints. On significant enforcement matters, the FEC rarely achieves consensus. The FEC’s rulemaking process has also largely ground to a halt, and commissioners increasingly deadlock even on routine requests for guidance through the commission’s advisory opinion process.

As a result of the FEC’s failures to update rules and enforce those already on the books, more than $1 billion in dark money from undisclosed sources has flooded into U.S. elections since 2010. Additionally, super PACs have been able to spend billions of dollars in close coordination with political campaigns due to a lack of enforcement of rules that limit this type of cooperation. Similarly, the FEC has failed to respond effectively to the threat of foreign interference in elections. Additionally, commissioners whose terms have expired may remain as holdovers until their successors are confirmed, which disincentivizes the prompt nomination and confirmation of new members. With the resignation of a commissioner in August 2019, there were only three commissioners until May 2020, below the threshold for a quorum, which prevented the agency from performing most of its core responsibilities. The resignation of another commissioner in June 2020 left the agency again without a quorum.

Needed Action: The FEC’s structure needs a permanent overhaul, but the next president can still improve things by taking steps to make sure that every nominee to the commission — Democrat, Republican, or independent — has the necessary qualifications and is committed to its mission. The president should do so by issuing an executive order establishing an advisory panel to prepare a list of potential candidates for nomination. The panel should be instructed to advance only candidates who are committed to rigorous, even-handed enforcement of campaign finance laws. At a minimum, the advisory panel should include Democrats, Republicans, and independents, and diverse racial, gender, ethnic, and professional backgrounds (including campaign finance and election law experts). The president should commit to making the panel’s recommendations public, giving them great weight, and providing a written explanation for any decision to depart from them.

The nomination of highly qualified people who have been selected by a bipartisan panel will help ensure that commissioners are committed to the enforcement of campaign finance law. If confirmed, they could break the gridlock at the FEC and resume administration and enforcement of the nation’s campaign finance laws.

By nominating commissioners who would end the partisan logjam at the FEC, the president could make substantial progress toward ensuring the proper functioning of our democratic system, a goal that has
bipartisan support. H.R. 1 has several provisions that would improve the FEC, including the use of a bipartisan blue-ribbon advisory commission to identify potential nominees, as well as a structural overhaul to break the agency’s gridlock.
VI. Voting and Elections

Proposal 19: The president should issue a directive to the National Institute of Standards and Technology to create a cybersecurity framework for elections.

The Problem: In 2016 Russia targeted election systems in all 50 states. America’s intelligence agencies have unanimously concluded that the risk of more cyberattacks on election infrastructure is clear and present — and likely to grow. The highly decentralized nature of our country’s elections presents a challenge for protecting them from cyberattacks. And while election officials have long worked to strengthen election security by creating resiliency plans, states have disparate access to cybersecurity resources. Meanwhile, there are no federal standards for election security that election officials can consult to ensure that they are on the right track.

Needed Action: The president should issue a directive to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to create an Election Profile to guide adoption of the Cybersecurity Framework nationwide for election infrastructure.

NIST is a federal agency within the Department of Commerce. It is responsible for creating and maintaining the Cybersecurity Framework (CSF), which consists of “standards, guidelines, and practices for organizations to better manage and reduce cybersecurity risk.” The CSF helps industries, governments, and businesses manage cybersecurity risks to protect critical infrastructure. NIST also gives voluntary guidance on how to adapt the CSF to particular critical infrastructure sectors. For instance, the CSF Manufacturing Profile “can be used as a roadmap for reducing cybersecurity risk for manufacturers that is aligned with manufacturing sector goals and industry best practices.”

The president should direct NIST to collaborate in creating an Election Profile with other federal partners like the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) and the Department of Homeland Security, state election officials, local election officials, and other entities involved in elections like election technology vendors. Implementing the CSF can be a daunting task. This profile would provide clear and direct guidance to election officials for how to best secure their systems. State and local election offices could use a CSF Election Profile to identify deficiencies in their systems and guide decisions on how to spend cybersecurity funds. Additional resources would be required for NIST to develop a CSF Election Profile and for the EAC to encourage state and local election officials to use the road map in their cybersecurity planning.
Proposal 20: The president should direct federal agencies to accept designation as National Voter Registration Act agencies.

The Problem: The United States is far behind peer nations in voting rates, due in part to low rates of registration. One in four eligible Americans — or approximately 51 million — are not registered to vote. Part of the problem is lack of access to voter registration services. America is the only major democracy in which the onus of registration falls on the individual. In a 2017 Pew Charitable Trusts survey, more than 60 percent of respondents said that they had never been asked to register to vote. Less than 20 percent of respondents said that they had been offered the chance to register to vote at a government agency. In addition to problems with access, staying registered is a challenge. Millions of Americans go to the polls only to have trouble voting because of registration flaws. Some find their names wrongly deleted from the rolls. Others fall out of the system when they move.

The National Voter Registration Act (NVRA), also known as the Motor Voter Act, was designed to simplify the voter registration process by requiring certain state government agencies to provide voter registration services. The most well-known is the Department of Motor Vehicles, from which the law gets its nickname, but agencies providing public assistance or state-funded programs that primarily serve people with disabilities must also do so under the act. In the first two decades after the law took effect in 1995, hundreds of millions of Americans registered through government agencies. But while state agencies are required under the NVRA to provide registration services, federal agencies are not; they can agree to do so at a state’s request but are under no obligation. Federal agencies have refused several states’ requests that they be designated as NVRA agencies. For example, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has repeatedly refused to allow voter registration services at its offices in California, Kansas, North Carolina, Ohio, and Vermont, citing in 2008 a lack of adequate personnel and a concern that using VA resources for this purpose would diminish the agency’s ability to otherwise fulfill its mission.

The result is that many of the millions of Americans who interact with federal agencies, including many whose information may not be captured elsewhere, are missing out on the chance to get on the voter rolls. For example, only 60 percent of American Indians and Alaska Natives are registered; this is well below the national registration rate. Designating the Indian Health Service (IHS) could reach more than 1.9 million members of these populations. Nearly 20 million veterans could benefit from registration opportunities to the extent they interact with the VA. Designation of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) could expand registration opportunities to the approximately 760,000 new Americans who are naturalized each year. While USCIS has taken some initial steps to enable voter registration at administrative naturalization ceremonies, a more comprehensive approach is needed for its voter registration services to be fully compliant with the NVRA.

The clear intent of the NVRA is to reduce barriers to voter registration by providing registration services to people wherever they interact with government entities. To that end, millions of individuals would benefit from the provision of voter registration services not only by federal agencies but by the federal health exchange. Government-subsidized health insurance under the Affordable Care Act (ACA) counts as public assistance, bringing ACA Health Benefit Exchanges into the purview of Section 7 of the NVRA. Before the implementation of the ACA, all states administered their own Medicaid applications and therefore offered voter registration services in compliance with Section 7. The 12 states and the District of Columbia that operate their own ACA health exchanges already provide these services upon enrollment. However, in the 38 states that have federally
facilitated health exchanges, millions of Americans are now not receiving the comprehensive voter registration assistance upon enrolling that they would have received before the implementation of the ACA. Despite years of advocacy from voting rights groups, including the League of Women Voters, Project Vote, Demos, and others, federal health exchanges still do not provide NVRA-compliant voter registration services.

**Needed Action:** The president should issue a memorandum directing federal agencies to accept designation as voter registration agencies under the NVRA. This would include agencies such as the VA, IHS, Social Security Administration, and USCIS. Additionally, the president should direct the secretary of health and human services to modify the federal exchange application process to offer voter registration services that are in compliance with NVRA standards.
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